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We present a theoretical study, based on the finite difference time domain method, of the optical response of
circular hole arrays drilled in several metal films �Ag, Au, Cu, Al, Ni, Cr, and W�. Two series of structures are
studied. In the first one, transmittance peaks are analyzed as all geometrical parameters defining the system are
scaled, except for the metal thickness which is kept constant, showing good agreement with existing experi-
mental data. In the second series, the metal thickness is also scaled. This allows a clear distinction in the
behavior of different metals: Ag, Au, and Cu show even larger transmittance peaks than hole arrays in a perfect
conductor with the same nominal parameters. This is due to both a larger effective hole area and smaller
absorption. In the case of Ni and Cr, the transmittance is much smaller due to absorption. Band structure
calculations confirm that surface electromagnetic modes sustained by the perforated metal film are responsible
for the extraordinary optical transmission phenomenon.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Extraordinary optical transmission �EOT�,1 i.e., resonant
peaks in the transmission of light through subwavelength
holes drilled in a metal film, has attracted a great deal of
attention from the scientific community in the past years due
to both its fundamental interest and its potential for
applications.2

Pioneering attempts to understand EOT pointed out sur-
face plasmon polariton �SPP� modes1,3–5 as responsible for
the phenomenon. More generally, it has been shown that
EOT-like behavior occurs whenever two surface modes are
coupled between themselves and weakly coupled to a
continuum,3 allowing a Fano-like description of the process.6

Examples of this general mechanism are the cases of wave
transmission aided by Brewster-Zenneck waves in hole ar-
rays drilled in tungsten,7 guide cavity modes on slit arrays
covered by a dielectric layer,8 surface electromagnetic waves
in photonic crystals,9–11 surface sonic waves,12 and even the
transmission of cold atoms through optically induced poten-
tial barriers.13

Going back to the case of two-dimensional hole arrays
�2DHAs�, many studies have been devoted to study the de-
pendence of EOT on the different parameters defining the
system. As regards geometrical parameters, it has been found
that the hole shape can strongly influence both the polariza-
tion properties and the intensity of the transmission. This has
been related to the presence of single-hole transmission reso-
nances that couple to the SPPs.14–19

With respect to the material properties, it is known that
some metals �notably Au and Ag� are best suited for EOT
than others �Ni, Co, etc.�.1,20 However, a systematic com-
parative between different metals was lacking until recent
experiments performed by Przybilla et al. were reported.21

These experiments analyzed EOT through 2DHA made of
circular holes drilled in optically thick metal films, deposited
on a glass substrate. The study considered different metals
and analyzed the peak transmittance as a function of lattice

parameter which, in turn, controlled the resonant wave-
length. If the system were a perfect electric conductor �PEC�,
the transmission would not depend on the lattice parameter,
provided all length scales in the system are scaled in the
same way. Therefore, deviations from this behavior reflects
the effect of material properties. In the experiments,21 the
hole radii were scaled with the lattice parameter but, due to
practical limitations, the metal thickness was kept constant,
which makes the analysis even more complex. Another pos-
sible complication is that finite size effects, surface quality,
and imperfections in hole shape in a real system could de-
pend on the metal considered.

In this work, we present a theoretical study of EOT in
periodic hole arrays drilled in different metals. First, we
compare with the experimental results presented in Ref. 21.
The excellent agreement found with the experimental data
validates our approach and, at the same time, shows that
finite size effects and disorder have minimal relevance in the
performed experiments. Additionally, we present a study in
which all lengths are scaled with the lattice parameter. In
both cases, comparison with the PEC case helps as under-
stand the effect of material properties in the light transmis-
sion through 2DHA.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

Our calculations are performed with the finite difference
time domain �FDTD� method.22,23 Infinite periodic 2DHAs
are simulated by applying Bloch conditions at the boundaries
of the unit cell and imposing “uniaxial perfect matched
layers”22 at surfaces parallel to the metal film. In the FDTD
method, Maxwell’s equations are discretized in both space
and time. Therefore, convergence depends on both mesh size
and temporal step. In order to properly calculate the influ-
ence of material properties, the rapidly decaying fields inside
the metal should be accurately computed. This, together with
the proper representation of circular holes in Cartesian coor-
dinates �which are the natural choice for square arrays in a
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film�, impose very small mesh sizes. In our calculation, we
use mesh sizes ranging from 2 to 5 nm. The dielectric con-
stant in cells at the metal-dielectric interface is taken as that
of the medium with the largest volume inside that particular
cell. We have checked that transmittance spectra obtained in
this manner virtually coincide with those obtained with a
modal expansion,24 in the case of 2DHA in PEC for which
the latter method is exact.

For the calculation of the transmittance, the structures
were excited by a Gaussian wave packet composed of nor-
mally incident plane waves �with the electric field pointing
along one of the axes of the square array� and all frequencies
of interest. Spectra were calculated after projection onto dif-
fracted modes. In the comparison with experimental data,
only the zero order mode was considered in the postprocess-
ing, as experimental intensities were collected in a small
solid angle centered around the normal direction. Addition-
ally, in our study we will correlate transmittance features to
the dispersion relation of modes in the corrugated slab. For
this, the band structure is calculated by exciting the system
with a superposition of Bloch waves with a well defined
crystal momentum and imposing Bloch’s theorem at the
boundaries, as done in Ref. 25.

Metals require a special treatment in FDTD method, as
the dielectric constant is local in frequency domain but non-
local in the time domain. We have used the “piece linear
recursive convolution method,”22,23 which can efficiently
treat dispersive media, provided their dielectric constant ����
can be expressed as a sum of Drude and Lorentz terms:

���� = �r − �
j

�Pj
2

��� + �� j�
− �

j

�� j� j
2

�2 − � j
2 + ��� j

. �1�

We have considered the following materials: Ag, Au, Cu,
Al, Ni, Cr, and W, taking the values for the parameters in the
Drude-Lorentz form either from the literature �when
available�26,27 or from fits to data in Palik’s handbook.28,29

The fitting parameters used are given in Table I, and the
wavelength dependence of the dielectric constant obtained
from them is depicted in Fig. 1 for reference. Also, for future
reference, Fig. 2 renders both the skin depth, �= �Im�km��−1

�with km
2 =�m�2 /c2� and the SPP absorption length, LSPP

= �2 Im�kSPP��−1, with kSPP= (� /c���S�m / ��S+�m�)1/2 the SPP
longitudinal wave vector. Here, �m and �S are the metal-
dielectric constant and the substrate dielectric constant, re-
spectively. We stress here that the dielectric constants used in
this study are taken directly from experimental data on bulk.
No attempt has been made to improve the comparison be-
tween computed and experimental transmission spectra by
incorporating additional fitting parameters.

III. EXTRAORDINARY OPTICAL TRANSMISSION PEAK
RELATED TO THE METAL-SUBSTRATE SURFACE

PLASMON

A. Peak position

Figure 3 renders the FDTD results for the transmittance
spectra of an array �lattice parameter P=400 nm� of circular
holes with diameter d= P /1.75=229 nm in different metal
films. In all cases, the metal thickness is w=250 nm, and the
films are deposited on a substrate with dielectric constant
�S=2.25. The figure clearly shows the difference in transmit-
tance spectra between different metals. We also include the
calculation for W which, in the considered frequency range,

TABLE I. Dielectric constant fitted parameters of Ag, Au, Cu, Al, Ni, Cr, and W. �P, �, �, and � are in
eV.

Ag Au Cu Al Ni Cr W

�r 4.6 5.967 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

�P0 9.0 8.729 8.212 10.83 4.621 4.406 5.955

�0 0.07 0.065 0.03 0.047 0.021 0.047 0.027

�P1 6.929 2.286

�1 1.771 0.335

�P2 7.062

�2 3.443

�0 1.2 0.433 0.378 0.333 1.021 3.175 0.590

�0 4.9 2.684 0.291 0.162 1.458 0.121 0.984

��0 1.10 1.09 84.49 1940.97 2.1 1191.85 12.0

�1 1.056 0.312 2.410 1.305 1.653

�1 2.957 1.544 3.443 0.543 2.066

��1 1.395 4.706 1.2 58.79 14.4

�2 3.213 1.351 2.676 2.479

�2 5.3 1.808 1.970 4.132

��2 3.018 11.39 34.21 12.9

�3 4.305 3.382 1.335

�3 11.18 3.473 8.775

��3 0.598 0.558 1.238
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is a dielectric, i.e., Re��W�	0. Notice that the heights of
EOT peaks in W are even smaller than those of the “bad”
metals �Ni and Cr�. Notice also that W has a transmission
maximum very close to the Rayleigh condition, 
R=��SP,
wavelength at which the �1,0� diffraction order changes char-
acter from evanescent to radiative, while the corresponding
one in the metallic case is redshifted �by as much as
�125 nm in the case of the “good” metals in the optical
regime: Ag, Au, and Cu�.

In the rest of this paper and following Ref. 21, EOT is
characterized by the transmittance peak appearing close to

R. More precisely, in the metallic case, this peak is related
to the spectral location of the SPP of the corrugated
structure.3,21,30 Here, we will label this peak as S1,0. Figure 4
shows the S1,0 peak spectral position �defined as 
1,0� as a
function of the period for the parameters considered in Ref.
21 �w=250 nm; d= P /1.75�. In addition, Fig. 4 also renders
the light line in the substrate �continuous line� and the results
obtained by considering the metal as a PEC, i.e., a metal with
�=−�, with the same nominal parameters �asterisk data
points�. Notice that a flat metal surface does not support
surface electromagnetic �EM� modes, but a periodically cor-
rugated one behaves as if it had a Drude-like dielectric re-
sponse in which the effective plasma frequency depends only
on the geometrical parameters.31–33 Thus, comparison with
the PEC case allows as to discern geometrically induced ef-
fects from the ones due to material properties. In any case,

the agreement between these calculations and the experimen-
tal measurements �see Fig. 3 in Ref. 21� is remarkable. The
small differences could be attributed to variations in the ac-
tual dielectric constant from the bulk value to finite size
effects34 and/or to irregularities on hole shape and size re-
lated to the small uncertainties from focused ion beam li-
thography technique �which has an accuracy of the order of
10 nm�. In our opinion, the agreement obtained validates
FDTD calculations as a predictive tool in this kind of sys-
tems. These results also confirm that, in the experiments con-
sidered, the effect of possible inhomogeneities in hole shape
and size was not relevant. Notice that the good agreement
with the experimental data was obtained by using the bulk
dielectric constant, despite the fact that the dielectric proper-
ties at the surface could have been modified by the process-
ing related to drilling of the holes.

In order to obtain further insight on the origin of EOT
phenomena, Fig. 5 renders the dependence with period of

1,0 for the metals Ag and Al and also for W. In this figure,
we have also included the spectral location of the minimum
which appears to be associated with the S1,0 peak, slightly
blue shifted from the maximum. Results are presented for the
case of constant film thickness w=250 nm. In the same fig-
ure, we represent both 
R and the folded dispersion relation
for the SPP of a flat metal-dielectric interface �given by the
expression �� /c�(�S�m / ��S+�m�)1/2=2� / P�. In the case of
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Dielectric constant for Ag, Au, Cu, Al,
Ni, Cr, and W as a function of the wavelength �Table I�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Spectral dependence for different metals
of �a� skin depth for a plane wave impinging at normal incidence on
the metal surface and �b� absorption length for SPP on the metal-
dielectric interface.
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metals, the correspondence between transmittance minima
and SPP of the flat surface �with no holes� is evident from
the figure, with the maxima following the same trend at
slightly longer wavelengths. In the case of the dielectric �W�,

both maximum and minimum have much smaller amplitudes
with respect to the transmission background than in the case
of metals �see Fig. 3�, with the very weak minimum appear-
ing at 
R.

Both maximum and minimum are related to the surface
EM modes of the corrugated structure. More precisely, each
surface EM mode has associated maximum and minimum
transmissions, characterized by a resonant Fano-like function
times a smooth function related to the coupling of the inci-
dent wave with the surface mode. At normal incidence, the
incident wave can couple to SPPs in the periodically corru-
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FIG. 3. �Color online� A representative case of computed trans-
mission spectra for the different metals considered. The geometrical
parameters defining the array are period P=400 nm, metal thick-
ness w=250 nm, and hole diameter d= P /1.75.
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gated structure which originate from plane waves differing
from k� =0 by a reciprocal lattice vector. This is confirmed by
Fig. 6, which renders the folded light line, the folded SPP
dispersion relation of the flat metal-dielectric interface, and
the FDTD calculation for the band structure of surface EM
modes of the corrugated surface.

B. Transmission intensity

Up to here, we have concentrated on the dependence of
the spectral position of transmission anomalies with the pe-
riod of the array. The results for the peak intensities are pre-
sented in Fig. 7, which renders the maximum transmittance
of the S1,0 peak, T1,0, as a function of its spectral position
�i.e., for different periods� for several materials. In panel �a�,
all lengths defining the system are scaled with the period,
except for the metal thickness, which is kept constant at w
=250 nm �this is the case considered in Ref. 21�. In panel
�b�, all lengths are scaled with the period. In this latter case,
if the metal were a PEC, the peak transmittance would not
depend on period �line with asterisks�. A real metal presents
two main differences with respect to a PEC, each of them
having an opposite effect on the transmittance. On the one
hand, a real metal absorbs energy, which reduces the trans-
mittance. This is more apparent in resonant processes, which
require the EM field to stay for a longer time at the surface.
As this “resonance” time is inversely proportional to the
peak width, absorption has a larger influence on the narrow-
est transmittance peaks. On the other hand, the EM field
penetrates in a real metal, effectively increasing the hole area
accessible to the field, and therefore increasing the transmit-
tance. Several approximations can be envisaged in order to
take into account the effective hole area. For instance, the
hole can be considered as a finite portion of a waveguide.

Effective areas can then be related to the propagation con-
stants and the EM fields of different modes in the
waveguide.35 A simpler, phenomenological, approach is sim-
ply enlarging the hole radius by a factor �of order unity�
times the skin depth.3 This is a good approximation, pro-
vided the correction �skin depth� is much smaller than the
hole radius. In any case, the effective hole area depends on
the dielectric constant which, in turn, depends on wave-
length. Therefore, from an electromagnetic point of view,
even when all nominal lengths are scaled with the period, the
“effective” surface percentage covered by holes does not re-
main constant.

In what follows, we will show how the comparison with
the PEC case allows to distinguish which of these two com-
peting mechanisms �absorption and enlargement of the effec-
tive area� dominates for a particular circumstance. Let us
start with the case of silver. The computed peak transmit-
tance for silver is even larger than the corresponding one in a
PEC with the same nominal parameters, as shown in Fig. 7.
This suggest that, in this case, the “enlargement of effective
area” mechanism is more important than absorption. In order
to confirm this point, we have computed the transmittance
peak intensities for 2DHA in PEC but with the hole radius
enlarged by the skin depth in Ag �computed at the wave-
length at which the peak appears�. We will refer to this as the
“corrected-PEC model.” Figure 8 renders the results of these
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calculations, as well as the corresponding ones for 2DHA in
Ag. Discontinuous lines represent the case in which all
lengths in the system have been scaled with the period, ex-
cept for the metal thickness, which has been kept constant at
w=250 nm. The continuous lines render the case where the
metal thickness has been also scaled with the period as w
= P /2. In all cases, the difference in transmission peak inten-
sities between 2DHA in Ag and the enlarged holes in PEC is
less than 30%. Notice that the corrected-PEC model provides
much more accurate results at large periods than at smaller
ones, which can be associated with the increasing effect of
absorption occurring at shorter periods and, correspondingly,
smaller wavelengths. This is further corroborated by the fact
that, at small periods, the corrected-PEC model overesti-
mates the peak transmittance.

This analysis helps understand the results presented in
Fig. 7�b�, and therefore the relative importance of the previ-
ously described mechanisms for different metals. At peak
positions larger than 
1,0�700 nm, the dependence of T1,0
on 
1,0 for Au is similar to that of Ag, reflecting their similar
skin depths and absorption lengths. As 
1,0 decreases, the
difference in skin depths in Au and Ag remains constant, but
the ratio of their absorption lengths decreases. Correspond-
ingly, due to absorption, T1,0 in Au is smaller than that in Ag
in this frequency regime. At the shorter 
1,0 computed for
Au, this decreasing tendency is reversed, reflecting the in-
crease in the skin depth of Au �notice that the flattening out
of the 
1,0 vs period curve prevents exploration of shorter
values of 
1,0, see Fig. 4�. To summarize, optical transmis-
sions though 2DHA in Ag and Au are similar: In both cases,
the resonant transmission is larger than in a PEC with the
same nominal parameters, the effect being caused by field
penetration in the metal, which effectively enlarges the hole
area. Absorption is not the main factor for these metals. On
the other hand, 2DHAs in Cu have transmittance peak char-
acteristics similar to those in Ag or Au but with smaller
values, reflecting the smaller absorption lengths in Cu than in
the other two noble metals analyzed.

A completely different behavior occurs for a 2DHA in Ni
or Cr: In both cases, the peak transmittance is always much
smaller than that in Ag �or in a PEC�. This behavior occurs
although the skin depth in these metals can be even larger
than that in Ag and is due to the large absorption present in
both Ni and Cr.

Hole arrays in Al have transmittance peak characteristics
more similar to the PEC case, reflecting the fact that the skin
depth in Al is, at optical frequencies, much smaller than
those of the other metals. Even so, T1,0 depends on 
1,0 for
2DHA in Al: The skin depth in Al remains approximately
constant with wavelength, implying an “effective area” cor-
rection which is relatively smaller at larger hole areas �i.e.,
larger periods and larger 
1,0 in the case in which all nominal
lengths are scaled�. This explains why, in this case, T1,0 de-
creases with 
1,0 even if the absorption length slightly in-
creases �see Fig. 2�. Notice that this behavior of the absorp-
tion length in Al is also very different to that in noble metals,
where the absorption length increases strongly with wave-
length. As a consequence, the absorption length in Al is, at

�750 nm, smaller than that in noble metals. This, com-
bined with the unusually small skin depth, makes T1,0 in Al
has values of the order of those of bad metals �Cr, Ni� at the
higher end of the spectral window considered.

Finally, a 2DHA perforated in W presents a very different
transmission spectrum. As previously stated, in the consid-
ered spectral range, W is a lossy dielectric. Transmission
resonances are aided by Zenneck waves,7,36 which are more
weakly bound than SPPs. The resonances are much weaker,
with a much smaller “visibility”: The minima are not very
deep and the maxima are not as high as in the case of metals
�see Fig. 9�. Also, as mentioned before, the spectral position
of T1,0 in W �appearing very close to 
R� is different to that
of the metallic case.

C. Full width at half maximum

The previous analysis on the relative importance of the
skin depth and absorption length on the transmittance
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Peak transmittance T1,0 as a function of
the lattice period for silver �circular symbols� and PEC �asterisks�.
The solid line represents the case of scaled thickness �w= P /2.0�,
while the dashed line is for constant w=250 nm. In the PEC case,
the hole radius was enlarged by one silver skin depth �Fig. 2�,
evaluated at the corresponding wavelength.
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through 2DHA, based on the peak intensities, is reinforced
by the spectral dependence of the peak linewidth. Figure 10
renders �1,0, defined as the full width at half maximum of the
S1,0 transmittance peak, as a function of 
1,0. The calcula-
tions were performed for the configuration where all lengths
are scaled, except the metal thickness which is kept fixed at
w=250 nm. Agreement between experiment21 and theory is
quite good, although experimental peaks are wider due to
finite size effects and/or sample imperfections. The behavior
of �1,0 for a 2DHA in Au, Ag, and Cu is similar. In this case
and for the parameters considered, radiation is the main loss
channel for the surface EM mode, absorption being a �non-
negligible� correction. Absorption is responsible for both the
difference in �1,0 between different metals and the decrease
of �1,0 with 
1,0 �following the increase of the absorption
length with wavelength�.

In the cases of 2DHA in either Cr or Ni, �1,0 is much
larger than that for noble metals, as expected, given that
absorption lengths are much smaller in the former cases.
Again, the case of Al is quite different from that of other
metals: It goes from presenting the narrowest resonant peaks
at small 
1,0 to having values of �1,0 of the order of those of
bad metals for the larger 
1,0 considered.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have investigated theoretically the reso-
nant optical transmission through circular hole arrays drilled
in different metals. We have performed two series of calcu-
lations. In both of them, all lengths except for the metal
thickness are scaled by the same factor. In one of the series,
the metal thickness is kept fixed, while in the other, the metal
thickness is also scaled. In the first case, for which there are
experimental data available,21 the comparison between ex-
periment and theory is very good. These results confirm that,
in the experiments, the effects of possible inhomogeneities in
hole shape and size were small. Also, the metal surface, de-
spite the processing that was received when creating the
holes, is described well by a dielectric constant close to its
bulk value. Moreover, FDTD is validated as a predictive tool
for this kind of systems, as the comparison with experimen-
tal data did not require any fitting parameter. The case in
which all lengths were scaled allowed the comparison of the
transmission properties of real metals with those of a perfect
conductor. The analysis reveals different types of behavior of
the transmittance in hole arrays in different sets of metals: In
Ag, Au, or Cu, the transmittance is even larger than in the
perfect conductor case, reflecting that absorption is low and
the penetration of EM fields effectively enlarges the hole
area. In Ni and Cr, although the effective area is as large as
in the previous metals, absorption strongly reduces the reso-
nant transmittance. Aluminum behaves very much like a per-
fect conductor at the lower wavelength end of the optical
regime but for peak wavelengths 
1,0700 nm, the resonant
transmittance characteristics are dominated by absorption, as
in the case of Ni and Cr. Finally, tungsten, which in the
spectral range considered is a dielectric, presents transmis-
sion resonances with maxima much smaller than those of
even the worse metals �Ni, Cr�.
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